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EDITORIALa "Definitions - Who needs them?" 
It a ppears to be the current vogue that one must define anything connected with 

Ufology, The BUFORA congress in London started the trend last August, and since 
then considerable debate on the to pic has ensued. BUFORA has now published the 
findings of its initial "working party" meeting where "UFO REPORT" was defined· 
(ba �ieally in terms which remove any reference to 'flying' and.-'obje�t-' i.n--tAe
interests of 'ob jectivity' ,and thus leave the definition potentially a p :plic ahle 
to a�thin� unidentified! ) John Bind has pointed this out (SKYWATCH 35) and Bob 
Morrell has made further interestinr, comment on the matter (UFO RESEARCH REVIEH 
Summer 1980) • . · - - . - · :�: ·. _ 

·-· __ Whilst I appreciate what the congress were trying to do, and 
make it seem that I· am decrying .. their efforts, they do serve to 
essential problem. Defining Ufology just might be an inherently 
In any case ·I am not convinced that it is wholly desirable. 

have no desire to 
illustrate an 
impossiql� th�ngc 

The argument goes ( and poth John and Bob would appear to su pport BUFORA o�er 
this ) that a definition sets limits, which if Ufology is to become a science it 
must do. However, I doubt that Ufology can become a science. In reality it is a 
c ollection of sciences� ·and one is left with an insoluble problem. If one defines 
a single aspect of this collection one must inevitably leave others out. The whole 
is a summation of the parts, and- each- �part is important in its own right. It is 
rather like attempting to defi'ne "L:i:f�"'• .One might be able to do so in a biological 

.. sense (although even then there will,Jle serious dispute ) . Even so what about 'the 
sociological context or the philosophical one? An overall definition is impossible" 

John Hind· has been trying to overcome this by defining both a UFOLOGY 1 (for the 
apparant Physical phenomena ) and a UFOLOGY 2 (for the psycho -social reaction cum 
stimulus ) Now, I accept that both of these do exist as separate entities" Indeeu 
one of the purposes of the Randles/Warrington refined classification of reports vras 
that it took account of this division. LOW,MED,INST,CE 1 etc are �ategories ;of 
UFOLOGY 1 primarily. CE 3, and certainly CE 4, however, a p pear to belong to 'the 
reaims of UFOLOGY 2 postulated by John. However, these two phenomena (or sets of 
phenomena ) are inextricably woven· together by what I call�d_ in the last NO:tiTHERN 
UFOLXY "the sticky thread C?f belief in alien intervention." - . .. · · 

To my mind the importance in Ufology lies n ot in arbitrary definitions--- .( which 
will inevitably relate. to our own preconceptions about- wha:t ..u.FOs ..a:r:.e l., _b�t rather 
in whether or not an experience is considered to be within-a UFO context, primarily 
by the witness.· Often he is the central f1gure and his interpretation is crucial� 
If � regards a phenomenon as a UFQ then we must study it, whether it actually is 
a UFO (in the sense that it is a "novel something" ) or whetper it· is note Afte7.' �-�i ��
we cannot be· positive that there are any "novel somethings" ·there in the first 
place, but we � be �ure that there is a phenomenon. 

In my forthcoming book UFO STUDY my 'definition' (chosen only for preliminary 
5uidance of investigators and not as an attem pt to impose lirili ts ) -·;-�takes accoun-!:. 
of these factors by describing Ufolo<'�Y as "the study of reporte,d experiences, and 
their poqsible causations; which the witness, investigator or-both consider related 

--. --to their · QO�cep�ion of the UFO phenomenon" · . 

.. .... 

No doubt this seems like meaningless waffle,. but is it not wrong to do-any moro 
than this? In any case, would it be a good or bad thing to setlimitations in 
view_ of __ our, _Present wholly inadequate knowledge of this· subje-et .. o.f .. O!l_��J .. 

REMINDER 

The n�xt Issue (August ) will be a NORTHERN UFOLOGY on the theme • • • • •  PHYSICAL 
EVIDENCEa- Its extent and validity. Contributions ac.�epted �p to July ·Jlo 
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CONFERENCE NEWS11 .. --�-�----..----- -

·:.!··· 
The next NUFON Conference has now been arranged. It is to be eo-hosted -by ··UFOSIS 
and PARA SEARCH at Dr J ohnsons House on Bull Street in the ci.ty centre of .-·13 irmingham 
It will be a full-day event on Saturday OCTOBER 111, although it is hoped that as 

-

many people as possible will stay over until Sunday to continue the ·debate. It is 
hoped also to stage a UFOIN me�ting on this date .... -Many. -interest-ing·-�··are 
being lined up and a theme of CLOSE ENCOUNTERS IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND: ·--FUTURE ·has 
been adopted. Further details plus facilities for overnight stay etc will. be ann-
ounced very shortly, but meantime you can obtain up-to_:the-minute new�;� from a-. .. 
Martin Keatman 31 Stuart Close North; Walton; Stone; Staffs ST15 OJU'Ts· .. 816934 
MAUFOG have also elected a working party to negotiate with NUFONs team in the··_:.· 
organisation of Britain's :first national UFO groups conference. This is presently 
planned for Birmingham also in the early new year. More details shortly • . ;· 
Yet another Birmingham event! On NOVEMBER 8 Birmingham University are�ot��g a 
one-day seminar on UFOsr The facts and Arguments. Science writer Ian Ridpath will 
present the "anti-UFO" case and Jenny Handles and Peter Warrington the."pro-DFO" 
case, concluded forma�ly in a 'free-for-all' debate. Sounds fun. 
- - - - - - - - - - � - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -
NEWS REVIEWs ---------------· 
11 Leicestershire group HA�I have announced an exciting new innovation. From 
August 31 they will be forming_ a new group, to exist separately but in compliment 
to HAPI. This will be known as "Atmospheric; Studies" and will look at IFO reports, 
attempting to correlate. them with things . such as ball lightning.Research Hill also 
be undertakem, eg the· effects of humidity on sound wave propagation. Inquiries 
should be' directed toa; 23 Linden Road, Hinckley, L�estershire. 
11 Thanks also to pKYSCAN, the Worcester group who. are a member of MAUFOG. They 
have advised that a public exhibition is being held in the city on AUGUST 9 for 
details contacts SKYSCAN 12 Hazel Close; Warndon, Worcester. 
aa Geoffrey Grundill is busy researching MIB claims and would like to be put in 
touch with anyone who has had experience of these strange individuals. If you know 
of any information to pass on to Geoffrey he·can be contacted ata-
"Silvretta" Richmondclose Workington Cumbria CA14 4EY 
11 Syd Henley of NUFOIS advises that a toilet bag has been discovered at the HQ 
in Nottingham,and believes it was left after the last NUFON meeting there. It is 
with black squares and 'contains shavin� tackle,soap,flannels etc. If you are the 
owner please contact the HQ·ata 443 Meadow Lane; Nottin�ham NG2 3GB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
WHEN THE MOON IS A UFO 
It is necessary to add a further note to the April 1980 editorial "The Cow jumped 
over the Moon", following somewhat offensive �emarks from BUFORA director. Tony Pc�� 
in SKYWATCH 36. Whilst a reasoned ··res-ponse· has been contributed to this. publication 
(without the use of emotive 'language __ whl9.h_ �;r::: __ :J_Jace apparantly thought was suited to 
such an occ.asion) I must n.ote that I 'find no ·reason to call into qu-estion the 
integrity of investigators who have had ·long assoaiation with NUFON. I have eve::c;-;· 
faith in this. Tony Pace may indeed· have shown that the object witnessed in the · . .  
Bignall End case was the moon, but I ··stiil think it valid to ask why two sensibJ8 
people and a cat (!) regarde� it in more exotic terms. I see this reasonable 
contention as no cause for the rude language and provocative statements expounded 
in response.Nor do I find it particu-larly ethical that 

.
.. Tony Pace should conjure 

up a scientific institute and feel proud that he has .'hidden his name behind it' 
for three years. I could just as easily ascribe these-. remarks to the IETP (or 
"Institute for the Evaluation of Tony'· Pace"), but see· no purpose • •••• Jenny Handles 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELSEWHERE THIS MONTH ---�---- -- -�- --- - ---
.E§B. has it� .�ilver-jubilce issue out (congr_atulations) featuring part 2 of the 
Liviwsston CE3 saga plus the airc�aft _ _  ep.cqunter over Bolton • • • •  BUFOM JOURNAL . -· 
(May) is impressive with detailed reports on the French CE4 from Cergy, an ange� 
hair case from Portugal and others •• • •  UFO INSIGrHT (June) from FUFOR has a pi-ec·e·-· · · 
on psycho-physiological effects & UFOs plus a critique of the Llanerchymedd. case_. 
EARTHLINK Autumn 1979 is just out with a major piece on leys and othoteny·and the 
conGl�sion of._an amazing Essex CE 4. A new magazine to note .. is PROBE from. NUFOR. SW 
(16 Marigold Walk,ARhton1 Bristol BS3 2P.D) subscription £1.60,quarterly. - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - � -
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:2�-������-!:�!he��!�!��·: by Hilary Evans ( SPR UFO Study Group) 
Dy serendipi tous coincidence, a few minutes after reading the· May NOHTHERN Uli,O 

NEWS editorial cri-de-coaur, I came across this pass�ge in Evans-Pritchard's 
fascinating study of Withcraft among the Azande, where he speaks of the relative 
values of fieldwork and theorising : 

"Anyone can produce a new fact ; the thing is to prod�ce a new idea. Can it 
be too often stated that in science empirical observation to be of value 
must be guided and inspired by some general view of the nature of the 
phenomena being studied?" 

Clearly, investi�ative fieldwork is the essential ground-base of all knowledge 
in a subject like Ufology 1 equally clearly, the facts gleaned by investigative 
fiel1work are useless until they have been combined so a� · to lead to valia · 
deduetions. This is why the majority of American UFO literature is both boring and 
�terile a it is like reading a mystery story in which all the clues arepresented 
but nobody makes any attempt to find . the murderer� 

Dy eontrast, French Ufologists have always reco3nised the need not merely to 
.. present the facts but to build them into a meaningful structure a the result .is 
that there are at least a half-dozen brilliant books in the French literature 
which are a thought-generation ahead of anything written across the Atlantic. 
As for·Britain, only the Randles/W�rington book has made any serious attempt to 
-�o beyond description a which is why·, when reviewing it for ALPHA, t wrmte 
"with this book, Dritish Ufology comes of age." · · ·· · · · 

That there is more enlightened consideration being -�i ven to Ufology in I3ri tain 
is evident to anyone who reads MAGONIA, and occasional pieces iti other journalso 
But mo�t of these have pitifully small circulations - sometimes one is tempted 
to think they are read only by the contributers to the other journals • • • � Even 
FSR, which should be required reading for everyone with the .s�ightest interest 
in the phenomenon, has a sadly small readership. 

Why? It can hardly be a question of cost - a years subscription to MAGONIA 
costs less than a round of drinks, and the price of six gallons of petrol would 
bring you every worthwhile British journal! No, it looks more .as thouGh the 
average British Ufologist is interested more in collecting cases, as it. has been 
said, as if they were postage stamps, rather than in making any serious attempt 
to fit them together to see what picture they make� 

Of course I do not wish to imply that case-collecting is:riot worthwhile. 
BUFORAs vehicle interference project, Dan Tiutchers 1969 UFO sound catalo�ue 
for the Surrey group, and in America Stringfield's probe into· retrievals, are 
all valuable working tools for which �11 researchers must be grateful. None the 
less, they are only toolsa it is what we make with those tools that matters. 
FSR FSR Publications Ltd, West Malling, Maidstone, Kent J6pp glossy £lro80 pa 
MAGONIA 64 Alric Avenue, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4JW 20pp litho £lo 75 pa 
ALPHA 20 Regent St, Fleet, Hants GU13 9NR litho · £5c40 pa 
FSR and ALPHA are bi-monthly; MAGONIA is quarterly. 

LOW DEFINITION INVESTIGATIONS .. 

Ref Date Location Investi"jator Level Evaltn 
76-169 Oct '?? c'arnforth, Lanes NLUFOIG (M Milligan) B Ps VenLE 
Family observed large LITS changin£; colour W - R - G, but .not pulsating. Time 19 ":!_J 
Observed for 10 minutes pacing car; hovering overhead when car was stationary. 
79-2.37 Feb 17 Warton,. Lanes. NLUFOIG (S Robinson) B Insuff 
At 19.30 Man and woman observed orange LITS_from car. Stationary, then descended 
out of view. Total duration 30 s-ecs • . No calise found. Female witness..has seen a 
ghost. Incident occu�red "immediately adjacent to si·te of CEl case 78-250o 

8021 Mar '?'? Dolton�le-Sands,Lncs NLUFOIG (G Barracloug�) J Ps A/Cft 
Two :romen in car observed 3 Red LITS and one green one surrounde� by blue haze. 
Moved N over Morecambe Bay for 10 mihs. Time 20.30. 

· · 
8025 July 1 Barton, Gtr Mer MUFORJ� ( J Randles) B Aircraft 
3 Red LITS in diamond seen moving W for l minute. No sound heard��ights pulsatedo 
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"·..:..:.".;.;..·: �-·· .::.J . . 
Ref Date· Location Investigation 'Level E'valtn 

7233 Feb 11 Prestbury, Che's� MUFORA. {P .. ·:�arr�!!gton) C · · .  Insuff 
At 08.07 a Company Secretary with RAF experience stopped·his car· to observe an 
intense light in the N, over Bramhall. He observed it for 4 minutes· .as it moved 
away N. It was oval with a vertical bar on top and with six "light areas" on the 
side,Apaeant size was that of a pea held at arms le�th. Elevation 10 degrees. 
78-264 Jun 12 Congleton, Chesh UFORA (D James) B Insuff 
Man :dr1 V'ingL..home at 23,35 observed a yellow white oval: with sea�chl).ghi{ beams·· on 
unde�side· stationary. Stopped car but :no sound. Object moved in strai�ijt.line · 
then swerved to right. Hovered again,,Then shot away in opposite direction·. · . 

Apparant size of hal.;fpenny at arms length, elevation 30 - 45 degrees, ·
· 

� ::._' :: i: 
79•1'9 Dec 19 Barton-u-Needwood,Staffs UFOSIS (J Ledbett�r) C Insuff. · 
Three women and twotchildren observeddan.object attl?�25. Seen firstdastlarge sta� then man11es�ea as wo I1g nys W1�h re �1gn� 1n be we�n mov1n� towar s ne 
witnesses.Object:moved overhead making low pitched whine. Size of 2' tea tray at 
arms length� Dark oval shape with cross-struts on it and series of red,green, 
whit�. and amber ligbts,The front red light and rear amber ligpt were flashinge. 
Objeet moved away very slowly NW and was in view 15 mins. Was followed by 3 sets.·_ 

,\; of lights, Red, green and white, in a row. 

� ·  78-264 

�¥,\ ., /�///",,.'�· 
/, .// . /' / /�..r: ... . . �:> ,/_// ' . '. 

··"' 
. ..., // // . _,_,._t/ . 

79-139 . ... 
. . ···' 

-
_, ._ 

-· --· -· · 

UNKNOWN Investigated by NLUFOIG (� M�lligan) ·� ��yel B 
!; I{ I 

June 1971 Lancaster. i :{7136) 
Mrs·· Batty, her young daucshter, her husb�nd, �er. mother and two friends all 
observed the object· at 21 . 20 !z:om 3. sepa�a te ... ldc'i;ti.ons. in the city. The phen.-

l-
-- omenon witnessed .wa.s . a digax _shape, similar to an airship, ,, ' ' I 0 ' • • ' 

.... _ -/�;:?:�-. r·�-
and ·150 1ong.It g1qwed··.q�ight fl!bures?ent �re·en. Seen> 

.c' :.���t.2&,J -. :: :. · statio�a� in- the SW 'ini-tf�lly for l �inute.Then mov�d off 
· · 

! W, elevat�on 45 deg+:��s·, accelerating t� fast speed and · 

start;ng to emit orange spar�s fr9m the rear, 'Disappearance came instantantly., 
The witnesses home has been subject to po�tergeist activity and was 'exorcised'o 
The daughter claims to have seen the form bf her dead· gradfather �.ore than once • 

. . 
UNKNOWN Investigated by HAPI Level A January 24 1978 Leices.t£?r�h�re (78-263) 
Nineaindependant reports from many witnesses-occurred during the period l9e30-
20,05. Most refer to a hasy dark ciGar sha,_)e with both, a· :r:-ed an� .. Q. blue/green 
light on it. Others refer to a round� �'9.val� or ·ssucer shp.ped ·;0)\)jeot with red. I1t,hts 
on. The object/ objects were p�rformin:.:?;. ci. · serit3·s ··0f complex :. · .. · · · -._

:..:.: 

· 

· 

manouevers over the· I3urbage Common area of. -;the pounty and ·

I 
. �_ , 1 �·· · 

j 
were .seen

· 
by ·witnesses in various loca.tioris.�All. 

�hecks fo.r �- . .. . <��lj-:-·-"f·: . _;.�· ·-,.:::::- :...'""· .. , 
an identif.icati_on., such as mil tary exercises or civil air t ':'.·. . . . -::; �-�/ - ! 
flights, .ha\Te proved negative and the irt�estigators have . · · ·  · .  ", . .-� . �:.-. · 

concluded ·-that' at 'least two differentob'j-ects were present. UAPROL also ,pad .m�ny 
repo:fts for this ni�ht, See N'UFON case·s ::?"818 and 7846. 

· .. . ·· 

UNKNOWN Investigated by HAPI (SE Allen) Level A. May 5 1980 Burbage,Leics. (�OZJ) 
• � • ol f ·.r . . . 

A 21 year old woman went to the! window when she ·heard. a loud and unusual noi�e. It 
began as low h�ing:rising to a high pitched whine.Many·others in the area, .. w�o ..,... · .. saw nothing, did hea;r:- the nois·e -:and likened it t� �· jet �i.r � 

./· �' : craft taking off.· T�e wofuan witnessed. a da.rk. si�v�r, · .t,rianb;}.� · 

, I shaped object rising f:t6m; the ground an.d .mov�:qg,; .a.way, NW .It had 
· f · · :· ;.::.. 

__ 

.
.

.
. 

3 Red lights on the -ape�es. of the_ t:Oangle .At closest proximit:· 
·the object was thel. size of 9 inches at arms 

I 
�e:pgth-. _·sh e  ,called _her m9ther but"'after 

a few seconds, when she arrived· in the room� thenoise had s-:t;,�ppedand only 'the.·" 
· lights were visible, Howeverl'she did not think it was an aircraft even so a Checks 
with .B.irmingham and East �1idlqnds airports· (�.iledto reveal any air traffic i� tho 
area at the time. 
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CEl Psycho February 1980 Old Brodsworth,Sth Yks Level A 
Nigel Watson 
Case 8020 

This report stems from investigations by Nigel and Robert Addinall at the home 
of 70 yr old Mrs Stanley on the Home Farm Estate near Doncaster. In late Feb and 
from her bedroom facing W Mrs Stanley suddenly awoke from a sound sleep to see 
three sets of bright lights over a nearby wood,She watched them for about � hour 
before they mer.t?;ed and then suddenly disap"':>eared,A mont.h later,the same thing 
happened with just two sets and these higher,They disappeared after only a few 
minu�es,She then told a friend who is interested in Spiritual healing and he 
advised her to try to contact the UFOs if she saw them again.At the beginning of 
April,just before dawn,she saw the two sets again emitting beams of light sporad
ieally towards the ground.She mentally tried to contact them and they then moved 
off NW,giving her a good view of them as saucer shaped objects larger than carse 
They accelerated out of sight, .She thought she had � made contact but during the 
day she eould not set the word "defence" out of her mind (at interview she said 
"Protection" but this was corrected by her daughter) Mrs S has an interest in 
UFOs and the paranormal and her · friend (the healer) claimed that she had seen 
ships surveyine the earth prior to a cataclysm to occur in the l980's,Apparantly 
all solar system planets are inhabited by beings on a 'hi�her cctave'.There were 
several demonstrations of the witnesses suggestibility at interview (she claimed 
to have her eyesight imprmved by the healer although at the experiment he only 
elaimed to be diasrosing her complaint) The investigators conclude that this 
coupled with the factors of observation. (eg in bed,early am) and her awareness of 
and subjection to complex UFO theorising from her friend were relevant in this ase, 
UFO CAUSES SEVERE BURNING Tony Green of SKYSCAN 
�--��------·����-��-- - ---

CEl Physio March 13 1980 Exhall, Warwkshire Level C Case 8022 
Mr G, aged 31 and a sub-contra�tor, was travelling E to Stratford-on-Avon at 
19,50 when near the village he saw an object in the SE. It moved fast across 
his field of view, fillin� the windscreen with its size! He estimat�s that i� 
it were the size of a Galaxy Aircraft it· was only at about 1000 feet. _He slo�ed 
down as it passed·by,quite silent. He lost it momentarily but pirked it up again 
in the NE moving out of sight. In shape it was like a cigar with enlargedends. 

Basically white the tips were reddish. As it was seen for 1- .·.
.

. the last few seconds in ·the NE Mr G became aware t_ha t his 
steering wh�e;t had suddenly grown very hot. He had t_o .Pull 
his hands: away but suffered severe burns on his left ·hand --------------- _before he, could do this. The weather was clear sky but �old 

and consequently there is no rational explanation for this sightivg _ _ ,_}:'he ca$e is 
being investigated in more detail by UFOIN• · .  

- - - - � - - - - - - - - - - ;- - - - - - - -
CASES IN THIS ISSUEa 14 Insufficient data 6 ·Aircraft 2 

Psycliolog:i.cal .1 UFO 4 (2H.5%) 
- - - - � - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - � -

John Watson of CHRYSIS 

Venus 1 

This CE 4 experience is so complex that it is impossible to do it justice heree 
This report will constitute just·a taster for those who might be interested. A 
much fuller version is to be found in INVESI'IGATION I ssu·e 1, and also in UFO STUD� 
(a fortheoming book by Jenny Randles).No do�bt it will· also feature in FSR. 

Theevents occurred in a small place near Gateshead in Tyne & Wear and involve 
several members of the B family. Carol B (aged 22) is the primary witness.Mother 
to 3 yr old Nicola B, who is also involved, Her husband Steve (aged 24) ,her 
brother Walter (aged 20) and both her mother Mary (43) and father Walter (44) 
also witnessed some.aspects of the phenomena. These began on August 12 1979 at 
01.3� with a lawnmower sound heard for some time (this was heard.by everyone 
eventually). On August T6' at 02.00 Carol, out of be·d bec·ause of· toothache, saw a 
disc like UFO outside her bedroom and then observed a miniature version of the 
disc enter her room followed by a swarm of glittering_ lights,These · pressed down 
on her causing tirlBling and a loss of energy. n·o"th Wa1ters experienced this too, 
similar to an electric shock. These attacks occurred-frequently on Carol and 
occasionally on other members of the family between August 16 and December 1 when 
the phenomena vanished as suddenly as they had arrived (having brought the family 

�----------------------------------------------------- -----�--- -� ------- ------------------� 
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close to hysteJ:ia) . .At one point they ��;e �ll--��i�eping in ��-� ;;o� such was the 
extent of the�r fear!. On September J Carol witnessed the disc insider her rmom 
again and about·a dozen s�all beings ( about 2t feet tall, white cloaks, large 
heads• big eyes· and feminine features with short 'tnreal' hair ) appeared· around 
her bed, examined her and one sa fad "She' s just like any other earthling"·· At the 
time she was paralysed. _A further siehting of one entity alone:· . occurred latero 
The whole sequence of experiences is an intriguing CE 4 case which appears to be 
of great relevance to our understanding of this aspect of the UFO. enigma. . _ .  � - � -·- - - - - � - - - � - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - -. � -

-- THE END OF THE WORLD IS NIGH ---------------��---------�- Jenny Handles mf MUFORA 
This case is still under investigation, and it is hoped that a ·full UFOIN· report 

·will be prepared in due course. It concerns a CE4 experience, ·reported· by the· 
witness aft�r :eeading UFO sa A BRITISH VIEWPOINT. It occurred in Hiddleshorough, 

Cleveland, in 1964. 

The witness is Bob H, a professional magician cum phoney psychic. He admits his 
act is ph�ney ( although he has had several allegedly genuine paranorm�l experlences 
":"' including an intriguing preco.-5r1i ti ve dream· in 19 50 where he predicte.d the · ·_ · 
destruction by fire of the officers mess at RAF·Cardington in. precise detail) . . 
His.life has been somewhat rough, married and divorced twice, and lately he ha� 
stru�gled for money despite daring illusionist fe�t.s where_: he invites the audi�nce 
to try· to blow him up with dynamite� Even so he hasnot attempted to make gains. out 
of his werd ex"Jerience, which he has not revealed to anyone since its occurrance. 
The day before a schedule� visit to the dentist, where he was to have a row of 
teeth out at one 00, he �ntered a semi-trance with the·radio on playing the song 
"Hit the Road Jack", and received the · mess·age in hi's' mind _that this phrase would 
be his key to life' on. ,the . morrow. At the dentists .he had gas to anaestaatise him, 
although he tried-to Ghange his mind at the last minute. Immediately on sinking 
into semi-sleep he foun�·himself outside his body, frightened anu bemusedQ A'.· 
f'ie;u=e then appea.re�, ·.- :wf)ich - was apparantly human· :with shouldef .length whj_ te haj_r 
and a long white cloak.Thts took him by the hand and with both.-verbal and mE?nta.l 
c�mmunications e�p.�ained

. 
his predicament. The' ceiling. then 'ceased to exist-} and 

Bob and the entity .. fJ_oated Jnt<? the sky. He . saw. t�e e.arth grow smaller� He . . then 
went through the wall of �. d_i.sc-like UFO ( 'as .if it. were not there' ) arid wac ::.:1own 
around ( inO'luding complex explanations of how tl;le UFQ,.functioned - Jbasically : 
using rotat-ing jet burners expelling hot ai£: • •• -�By. this ridiculous process the 
UFOs allegedly flew: faster than . the: speed of · lig�t!! �) He was then �i ven a vi tal 

message to· ilJlPart to mankind.,� In the year 2500 Ap· _the earth 
..., ... ------ blows itself up,. This happens pver and over again lfi th 

. ....L-. ---·-· :=- mankind re pea tine an endless series of actions. There has 
· .t-�-- _#_._1':)) -=-- alr·eady been ·many· editi-ons number 74 of Northern .UFO NewS-- e1 ,.,,1 

--.:___.../ . you have read all this bef<?re - frequently� Bob ·w-a·s shoWl!. 
images of the 'explosi'o'n' and the earth refol"ming and told his job -was to help 
·us··· all' hce-ak . .  off frojil ·this cycle� - . . . - - . . · - · ·· · · · · - -- . .  ··· -- - · 

Bob was dismiss�d rather curtly and had to find his own way ba-ck to his .. body. In. doing so he had to fi�ht off tiny demonic entities who were trying to possess itr 
Suddenly the dentist said 'Hit the Road Jack' - there was a snap :... and he was backe 
The dentist was somewhat amazed-::iihen .Bob was able to describe actions he perfo::-r.:c-:.1 
whilst he was supposedly asleep. · 
There is a good deal more detail already available on this intriguing ·case, kindly 
supplied by the puzzled witness. Superficially :t·t ma.y' be dismissEd as a dream , bu�� 
it is an excellent ·exampl� of a cate7,ory of UFO report which cries out for analy-sis, 
It h�s close correlations with.the Mr L case from West Yorkshire ( see BRlTISH 
VIEWPOINT) , the Mrs Hami 1 ton ·affair from Belfast · ( alsb in the book ) and the • out 
of the body' type contacts .. by Gayrior Sunderland whichr postdated her seemingly· · 
physical CEJ. Consequently one cannot dismiss· as 'just a dream'. Ita mechanic.� . may teach us a great deal about the contactee phenomenon and its status as a ··real· 
or 'subjective' ex-perience.The questions posed are being studied in more detaili' 
with specific reference to the Gaynor Sunderland experiences, in a neH book by 
myself and Paul Whetnall for publication during .1981. · · 


